
Argument

What is it? How do I make a good one?



Argument Vs Persuasion

Everything’s an argument, really.

Argument: appeals strictly by reason and logic

Persuasion: logic and emotion

The forum of your argument will dictate your approach. 

Formal paper= argument. Opinion piece in student 

newspaper= persuasion.



Intent not Form

Argumentation is a term of rhetorical intent, not form.

Refers to ANY essay or speech whose aim is to sway or 

persuade the listener/reader.

You can use any number of techniques to achieve this.

Define, describe, narrate… your tone can be sarcastic or 

matter-of-fact…the subject matter can be infinite.



What sways a reader?

Writer’s credentials [ethos]

(And if you aren’t an expert, quote some)

Quality of its reasoning…is the argument sound?

The argument appeals to our self-interests. There has to be 

something in it for us.



Terms to know

 Claim- states the argument’s main idea or position. Has to be 

arguable.

 Claim of fact- asserts something is true or not true

 The number of suicides and homicides committed by teenagers, most 

often young men, has exploded in the last three decades… -Anna 

Quindlen



Claim of policy- proposes a change

 Yet one solution continues to elude us, and that is ending the ignorance 

about mental health, and moving it from the margins of care and into the 

mainstream where it belongs. –Anna Quindlen



Claim of Value- argues if something is good or bad, right 

or wrong.

There’s a plague on all our houses, and since it doesn’t 

announce itself with lumps or spots or protests marches, it has 

gone unremarked in the quiet suburbs and busy cities where it 

has been laying waste.  -Anna Quindlen



 Closed Thesis- states the main idea of the argument but also 

previews the major points the writer intends to make. It’s “closed” 

because it limits the number of points the writer intends to make.

 The three-dimensional characters, exciting plot, and complex themes 

of the Harry Potter series make them not only legendary children’s 

books but enduring literary classics.

 This is a great way to start a short essay, esp one written under time 

constraints!



Open thesis- One that does not list all the points a writer intends to 

cover.  Great for longer essays and ones with many points to be 

covered.

 The popularity of the Harry Potter series demonstrates that simplicity trumps 

complexity when it comes to the taste of readers, both young and old.



 Counterargument Thesis Statement- a summary of the 

counterargument, usually qualified by “although” or “but”, 

precedes the writer’s opinion.

 Advantages: immediately addresses counterargument; makes 

argument seem stronger; can create seamless transition to more 

thorough concession and refutation later on.

 Although the Harry Potter series may have some literary merit, its 

popularity has less to do with storytelling than with merchandising.



Next up… evidence and fallacies


